Generation of vector beams using spatial variation nanoslits with linearly polarized light illumination.
Vector beams (VBs) that possess nonuniform polarization distributions in space have various applications. In view of the utilization of the circularly polarized light in generating VBs based on the metallic structures, this paper proposes an approach to generate VBs using metallic nanoslits with linearly polarized light illumination. These nanoslits are located on two concentric circular orbits, and the nanoslits on the inner circle are perpendicular to the ones in the outer circle. The linearly polarized light is effectively changed into the rotational symmetric VBs by rotating these orthogonal nanoslits, and the polarization order of the VBs can be adjusted by changing the rotation angles of nanoslits. The detailed theoretical analysis provides the basis for the conversion from the linearly polarized light to the VBs. Numerical simulations and experimental measurement demonstrate the performance of VB generators. This paper's proposed method has advantages that include ultrathin and compact structure, convenient operation and immediate conversion from linear polarization to VBs, and easier expansion of VB applications.